
Year 13: 
Subject: English 

Language and Literature 
Term 1: Term 2: Term 3: Term 4: Term 5: Term 6: 

Subject Concepts: 
 

 

Prose Fiction Exploring plots, themes, motifs 
and structure of narratives 

Embedding knowledge of plots, 
themes, motifs and structure of 
narratives 

  Revision as required  

Poetry   Developing critical approaches to 
poetry including unseen poetry 

 Revision as required  

Writing for Purpose and Audience Exploring structures in fiction and 
rhetorical devices in non-fiction 
writing 

  Embedding knowledge of 
structures in fiction and rhetorical 
devices in non-fiction writing 

Revision as required  

Shakespeare    Developing critical approaches to 
characterisation, themes and 
techniques in Macbeth 

Revision as required  

C19th Fiction and Non-Fiction  Exploring contexts of C19th fiction 
through study of ‘A Christmas 
Carol’ 

  Revision as required  

Drama Refining knowledge and 
application of the conventions of 
drama: An Inspector Calls. 

   Revision as required  

Personal Skills: 

 
 
 

eadership 

rganisation 

esilience 

nitiative 

ommunication 

Opportunities for students to 
deliver researched content 

   Revision activities may include 
student specialisms and peer 
teaching 

 

Note-taking from various sources 
including video 

Students compile a collection of 
essay planning maps in sketchpad 
homework 

 Incorporated feedback from 
assessment in sketchpad folders 
and independent revision 

  

 Engaging with Victorian English 
and the challenges presented by 
unfamiliar language 

    

  Students are asked to use Senaca, 
PiXL Lit app, GCSEPod and 
YouTube (Mr Bruff) as revision 

Students are asked to use Senaca, 
PiXL Lit app, GCSEPod and 
YouTube (Mr Bruff) as revision 

Students are asked to use Senaca, 
PiXL Lit app, GCSEPod and 
YouTube (Mr Bruff) as revision 

 

Oracy opportunities in class to 
discuss ideas and texts. 

Oracy opportunities in class to 
discuss ideas and texts. 

Oracy opportunities in class to 
discuss ideas and texts. 

Oracy opportunities in class to 
discuss ideas and texts. 

Oracy opportunities in class to 
discuss ideas and texts. 

 

Work Skills: 
 

 

 

reativity 

ollaboration 

ritical Thinking 

areers Skills 

Formulating and justifying 
directorial approaches to set 
drama texts 

Writing short stories and 
persuasive speeches 

 Pupils can write creatively to 
adapt a scene and write it as a 
modern day interpretation 

  

 Carousel during interventions 
provide opportunities for peer 
teaching and learning based on a 
shared question foci 

Opportunity for paired annotation 
of poems; group presentations 
 

Group essay construction to 
facilitate peer teaching 

  

Application and evaluation of 
critical perspectives. 

 Reviews and articles of the poems 
studied. 

Application and evaluation of 
critical perspectives. 

  

Developing ability to evaluate 
statements critically 

Awareness of the importance of 
soft skills to interview and 
selection processes 

  Developing ability to evaluate 
statements critically 

 

Literacy/Numeracy Skills: 
 

 
 
 

iteracy 

 

 
 

umeracy 

Reading activities; key term 
emphasis; writing tasks drawing 
upon newly taught knowledge; 
spelling assessments; frequent 
possibilities for oracy 

Reading activities; key term 
emphasis; writing tasks drawing 
upon newly taught knowledge; 
spelling assessments; frequent 
possibilities for oracy 

Reading activities; key term 
emphasis; writing tasks drawing 
upon newly taught knowledge; 
spelling assessments; frequent 
possibilities for oracy 

Reading activities; key term 
emphasis; writing tasks drawing 
upon newly taught knowledge; 
spelling assessments; frequent 
possibilities for oracy 

Reading activities; key term 
emphasis; writing tasks drawing 
upon newly taught knowledge; 
spelling assessments; frequent 
possibilities for oracy 

 

Awareness of time passed since 
1900; consider multi-faceted 
layered time differences (set 
1912, performed 1945, studied 
2019) 

 Possible discussion of numeral 
prefixes (tri, tetra, pent etc) when 
covering rhythm 

Consolidation of previously-
taught numerological ideas from 
narrative schemes (the three 
witches, triplication, iambic 
pentametre) 

  

Extra-Curricular: 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Times Literature Festival, 
Cheltenham 

  Carnegie Award Reading 
Challenge 
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